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Abstract
The use of robots in SME production environments requires programming systems that decrease programming effort
and can be used by process experts rather than robotics experts. The core sources of information available to the robot
system are human input, sensor data and model data. However most programming systems only connect one or two
of these information sources to generate robot programs. The presented programming concept featuring hand-guided
robot operation for intuitive robot instruction, use of workpiece CAD-models to retrieve nominal model information and
a triangulation sensor for detection of workpiece contours features combination of all three sources of information and
promises efﬁcient robot programing for deburring applications in SME production. Finally a kinematic compensation
approach is investigated which provides good positioning accuracy which is in particular important when dealing with
workpieces of large dimensions.

1

Introduction

Robots are vital tools allowing production at low cost and
with high quality. Although robots are now widely used in
mass production they still cannot be used cost-effectively
for a wide range of production tasks in small and mediums sized enterprises (SME) [10]. As SMEs typically
produce in smaller lot sizes and produce many product
variants the production processes are characterized by the
requirement for frequent changeover and reconﬁguration.
This requirement can also be expected to make an imprint
on mass production in the years to come as the trend for
product individualization to customer requirements ﬁnds
its way into mass production. While in mass production
the robot system is in use for a long production phase after
being developed and commissioned the lifecycle of robot
systems in SME production is characterized by frequent
reconﬁguration and changeover as illustrated in ﬁgure 1.
Therefore, in mass production the focus for increasing the
efﬁciency of the robot system is mostly on improving the
performance for the production task. Opposed to that the
complete cycle of reconﬁguration and production needs to
be taken into account for SME production.

Figure 1: Comparison of phases of robot use in mass production and SME production.

To allow rapid reconﬁguration of robot systems to new
products and to make that reconﬁguration process reasonably simple so it is workable for the robot operator the
focus has to lie on the adaptation of the robot programming tool. Today robot users either depend on online leadthrough programming methods where the robot is programmed in the ﬁeld by jogging it with a teach pendant and
locking program points manually. While the basics of leadthrough programming can be learned very quickly a lot of
experience is required to generate good programs as the
interface cannot offer information on the environment of
the robot. On the other side online programming tools are
used for the planning and programming of mass production lines. While ofﬂine programming tools offer advanced
functionality operators are required to undergo extensive
training to use them. Further the investment cost is usually
signiﬁcant [13]. The problem with both approaches for
robot programming is that they are usually not tailored for
the process executed by the robot and therefore do not offer
speciﬁc functionality to speed up programming. Therefore
a new generation of robot programming tools is currently
developed in research that will improve the cost effectiveness of robots in SME production dramatically. This paper
surveys the use of advanced programming systems for a
deburring use-case commonly found in SME production.
Section 2 will discuss the investigated process and analyze
basic requirements for its execution. The generation of
robot programs and related technological aspects are discussed in section 3. This chapter addresses intuitive methods for obtaining human input, sensor, input from other
sources such as workcell and product models and technologies to combine the information from different input
sources into a robot program. Section 4 focuses in particular on big workpieces providing an approach to increase
global robot accuracy. Section 6 presents conclusions and
gives an outlook.

2

Process Description

Deburring is one of the most common robotic processes
and has been widely studied in research [21, 14, 17, 11].
The high reach and orientation capability of industrial
robots can be perfectly utilized for this process. For example it is commonly found in ﬁnishing tasks in the casting industry. Foundries usually manufacture a very large
spectrum of cast parts which can be produced depending
on customer demand. Deburring operations are used for
ﬁnishing the cast parts before delivery, but also for ﬁnishing sand cores used for casting prior to the casting process.
The large part spectrum prohibits automation without ﬂexible programming systems as typical production volumes
are small. Following the core technical requirements of
a deburring system for SME foundry production resulting from end-user and system integrator interviews are laid
out:
Technical core requirements:
• Average machine operator needs to be able to use the
system with less than two hours of training.
• Programming system has to correct user input based
on burr location.
• Workpiece referencing process needs to be at least
partly assisted.
• System has to be able to operate in harsh and dusty
environment.

parameter-based descriptions of the involved objects. Secondly the actual properties of the workcell deﬁne the reaction of the real-world system to any action. Actual properties can be measured with some degree of uncertainty and
to a limited extend by using sensors. Thirdly the structure
of the tasks deﬁnes how the robot is intended to execute the
process. Usually this type of information is obtained from
human input as humans are capable of structuring complex tasks and teach them to the robot. Ofﬂine programming tools usually rely on model information and human
input to generate tag points and robot programs. However,
programs generated from ofﬂine programming systems almost always require calibration on the real-world before
they can be used for production. During calibration inaccuracies resulting from deviations between the model of
the environment and the real-world system are corrected.
This means that with ofﬂine tools the actual environment
cannot be taken into account during programming. Online
lead through programming relies on human input and the
reaction of environment to the actions of the robot system.
These reactions are either detected through sensor systems
or the human programming the robot. However, model information cannot be used in this programming method. All
three aspects, i.e. model, actual measurement and human
input on task structure play a vital role for programming.
For SME production pure ofﬂine programming is usually
not feasible due the high cost and specialized training required. Therefore it appears to be logic to combine all
three aspects in a single programming system to program
the robot on the shop ﬂoor.

• System needs to be robust to variations of thickness
and shape of the burr.
• Safety measures for human-robot-collaboration have
to be effective and compliant with current standards.
These requirements can only be matched through a combination of model information, sensor data and human input.
Human input is required to structure the overall task, e.g.
to guide the robot close to burrs and deﬁne edges to be deburred. Sensor data is required to track the exact location
of the workpiece and model information is required to establish a relation between sensor data and human input to
correct the imprecise motion of the operator.

3

Program Generation System

Figure 2 shows three types of information that are vital for
program generation and how they are interrelated. On the
one hand knowledge about the structure of the environment
and nominal properties of devices and objects involved allows building a model of the workcell. The core advantage
of ofﬂine programming lies in the ability to use this kind
of model for programming. This allows the extraction of
information that can be used for program generation. The
models are usually built from CAD data and mathematical/

Figure 2: Relation of different input methods for robot
programming.

3.1

Human Input

As mentioned the human is capable of breaking down and
structuring a mission into tasks and actions that can be understood and executed by the robot. Therefore a human op-

erator is required for complex robot operations. For online
programming systems human input is collected using standard PC-interfaces such as keyboard, mouse, 6D-mouse.
For online programming the state of the art is jogging of
the robot through buttons or 6D-mouse and touchscreen
operation of the robot controller. Both methods are not natural instruction methods for humans and need to be learned
before being able to use the robot.
A very intuitive input method that can be learned in a few
seconds is programming by demonstration through handguiding. This input methods allows the operator to move
the robot by guiding it with a handle mounted to its endeffector. The forces applied by the operator are measured
and transformed into robot motion. During the motion the
travelled path is recorded and stored by the robot controller
and is subsequently available for post-processing.
The core aspect of programming by demonstration is to
ensure safety for the operator. As speciﬁc limits for the
robot’s speed have recently been dropped from the robotics
safety standards ISO 10218 [7] the burden for ﬁnding suitable thresholds is now increased on the side of end-user
and system integrator. Injury mechanisms and the quantiﬁcation of the resulting hazard level are generally very
complex [15]. Although the severity of collisions between
human and robot has been addressed in research [12, 3] it
yet has to be broken down to be usable for end-users in
robotic applications. For the programming system at hand
this is accomplished by measuring the impact forces and
pressure during collision using a device specially developed for this purpose (see ﬁgure 3). In this process it is
possible to obtain an upper threshold value for the robot’s
speed.

chosen is favor of a camera based system due to its good
robustness with respect to environmental conditions and
the ease of integration into the robots end-effector. During
programming by demonstration the sensor is used to record
the height proﬁle of the workpiece. Commercial software
packages allow edge and surface detection .

3.3

Model Input

In order to use the sensor data for program generation
for the deburring process it has to be set relation to the
expected shape and properties of the workpiece and the
robots environment. For the investigated deburring operation it is assumed that the robot is strong enough to withstand the process forces to remove the complete burr without the need for several passes. Therefore the deburring
process can be observed purely geometrically. For this purpose a CAD model of the workpiece is used. The used
CAD-library CADability is used to extract the desired information from the CAD model. It has to be noted that the
deburring process may rely on CAD models as they usually are or can be expected to be widespread available in
coming years for SME casting production.

3.4

Input Fusion for Program Generation

The core of the investigated programming system is how
to set the three sets of information - human input, sensor
data and CAD data - into relation to ease the programming
process. Figure 4 shows the use of the information of the
system for referencing of the workpiece. The worker selects an edge of the workpiece to be used for referencing
in the cell model. Subsequently the robot is moved to the
respective edge by hand-guiding. The sensor data from
the robots position measurement system and the triangulation sensor in combination with edge detection can then be
used to ﬁnd the position of a point that is on the selected
edge. This constraint is added to the model. The process
is repeated until the workpiece is localized. The procedure
can also be applied with ﬂat surfaces of the workpiece to
establish additional constraints.

Figure 3: Device for measuring impact forces and pressure in human robot collaboration.

3.2

Sensor Input

To feed information about the workpiece and burr back to
the robot system for program adjustment a sensor system
capable of withstanding the harsh environment conditions
of foundries is required. Line laser triangulation sensors
are also used for welding tasks [9]. This type of sensor was

Figure 4: Process for ﬁnding reference points on the workpiece.

After the workpiece is referenced the process shown in ﬁgure 5 is applied to program the deburring process. Here the
operator guides the robot close to the edged to be deburred.
The position information of the robot is used in the CAD
model retrieve the nominal shape of the part after deburring. This information can be used by the program generation system to correct the recorded robot position and
orientation to optimize the burr removal. In combination
with the data from the line sensor the burr removal strategy regarding robot orientation can be improved and safety
checks for validation of correct referencing and workpiece
tolerances can be applied. The information can further be
used for quality control and documentation.

uses six parameters. Vaishnav and Magrab [20] even propose a model using nine parameters in order to take into
consideration non-orthgonal systems.
According to [16] good identiﬁcation properties can be
achieved with a combination of the descriptions of [2] and
[4].

4.2

Identiﬁcation of kinematic parameters

After setting up an appropriate model which describes the
behavior of the robot precisely and at the same time enables good identiﬁcation conditions, parameters g of the
model need to be identiﬁed in order to set up an error compensation.
By means of one taken measurement P osmeas and using
m = P osmeas − P osbot

(1)

with the robots internal position P osbot , constraints can be
set up describing the unknown kinematic parameters g:
m = F (g)

Figure 5: Process for programming of deburring task.

4

Improving accuracy of industrial
robots by kinematic compensation

One major beneﬁt of using industrial robots in deburring applications is there huge work space. Compared to
conventional tooling machines industrial robots are much
more ﬂexible and can easily deal with dimensions up to
2 m. However for big workpieces the referencing approach
described in Section 3.2 only guarantees local accuracy. In
the following Section a kinematic compensation approach
is described providing not only local but global accuracy
for industrial robots [5].

4.1

Kinematic descriptions

In order to move robots cartesianly in space a transformation from the base of the robot to its effector is set up containing the geometry of the robot and the movements of
the six rotational joints. The change from the frame of one
joint to the following is described with one transformation.
Popular descriptions of this transformation are the relativ
description [1], the parameter set deﬁned by Denavit and
Hartenberg [2] and a description introduced by Hayati [4].
Whereas Denavit, Hartenberg and Hayati use four parameters to describe this transformation, the relative description

(2)

where F (g) represents a function of the kinematic parameters g. As in general one measurement supplies less conditions than unknown parameters, several measurements
need to be taken at different robot poses. This overconstrained system can then be solved by minimizing a norm.
Most commonly least squares are used. Alternatively a
Kalmanﬁlter can also solve the problem [18].
In this case the pseudoinverse is used to solve the overconstrained system. Detailing Equation 2 and separating F (g)
one receives for one measurement ml
ml = Al (gl )dg

(3)

where dg is the difference between the assumed and the
true kinematic parameters and A is the Jacobian containing
the derivatives of the measured coordinates with respect to
the kinematic parameters:
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⎛

(7)

Ak (gk )
Using the pseudoinverse S + of S leads to
dg = S + M

Robot positions used for identiﬁcation of kinematic parameters are chosen so that they represent the work space
which is relevant for machining.
The result of the optimisation procedure is presented in
Table 1.

(8)

Kinematic parameters
θ1
θ2
θ3
θ4
θ5
θ6
L1
L2
L3
L5

The actual kinematic parameters can then be calculated as
g = gini + dg

(9)

with the initial kinematic parameters gini .

4.3

Evaluation of robot poses for identiﬁcation

However an appropriate model and a good identiﬁcation
algorithm as described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 don’t guarantee good identiﬁcation results. The identiﬁability of the
kinematic parameters strongly depends on the chosen robot
poses [18] [8]. Different observability indeces have been
proposed evaluating the set up conditions [18] [19]. Most
of these indeces refer to the singular values of the sensitivity matrix S in Equation 7.

5

Implementation and Experimental
Results

The strategy presented in Section 4 will be veriﬁed in experiments. The following Subsection will describe the
components of the experiments and the experimental setup.

5.1

Initial value
865 mm
410 mm
1000 mm
1000 mm

Offset
+0.00917 ◦
-0.10019 ◦
+0.04798 ◦
+0.05242 ◦
-0.21941 ◦
-0.21941 ◦
+1.01343 mm
+1.48882 mm
+0.39679 mm
-0.50421 mm

Table 1: Offsets of kinematic parameters resulting from
optimisation

5.3

Positioning improvements

The positioning accuracy for industrial robots, also named
absolute accuracy, is deﬁned in [6]. Besides the deﬁnition
of accuracy a representative set of measurement points is
indicated.
According to the procedure described in [6] measurements
were performed for the uncompensated and the compensated robot (see Table 2).

Point 1
Point 2
Point 3
Point 4
Point 5

Components and parameters

A robot cell is build up and a robot is equipped with the
necessary hardware for milling. The model identiﬁcation
will be done in the target environment in order to cover all
possible sources of errors. A KR125 robot from KUKA
is used together with a TwinCAT CNC-control of BECKHOFF where updated kinematic parameters can be implemented easily. As the robot is 13 years old, wear contributes to a limited precision in the case without compensation mechanisms.
In essential component of model identiﬁcation is the measurement equipment. The quality of the identiﬁed models
depends strongly on the precision of the measurement device. Especially due the large work space of the robot and
the required precision only a few devices are worth to be
considered. A Leica Absolute Tracker AT901 is chosen
because of its three dimensional measurements, its tracking functionality and its error of errLT < 20μm for the
chosen area.

Identiﬁcation of the kinematic model

uncalibrated robot
5.70 mm
5.55 mm
5.64 mm
5.63 mm
5.53 mm

calibrated robot
0.54 mm
0.15 mm
0.41 mm
0.43 mm
0.38 mm

Table 2: Positioning errors of the uncalibrated and the calibrated robot according to [6]

6

Conclusions and Outlook

For the use of industrial robot in typical SME processes a
reduction of the programming effort is required to allow
cost-effective deployment also for medium and small lot
sizes and series volumes. The programming has to be sufﬁciently intuitive to be carried out by machine operators
without special training. To achieve this goal information
on the nominal structure of the robots environment, sensor data reﬂecting the actual properties of the environment
and human input for coordination of the robots tasks need
to be combined in smart manner. The elementary building
blocks (hand-guiding, CAD-model data extraction, edge

detection from triangulation sensor data) of the described
system have been implemented and tested. This paper describes a novel approach on how to connect these building
blocks to create a programming system for ﬁnishing tasks
in SME-production. Additionaly the deburring of large
workpieces has been investigated. A kinematic compensation approach has been developped and evaluated.
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